
On the lake. 

 

1. A diver needs to determine the depth of a lake. Unfortunately, the only equipment he 

has got is a cylindrical graduated jar. After some thought he was able to cope with the 

problem. How did he do that? 

 

2. A fisherman unpacked a brand new fishing-line and threw the cover away. 

Unfortunately, he forgot the maximum load (tension) the fishing-line could hold. 

Good for him, he had taken Phys 211. So he managed to determine that using a 1kg 

weight and a protractor which he occasionally found in his backpack. Can you? 

 

3. Can you solve the previous problem using a 1kg weight and a tape-line? 

 

4. Can you solve problem #2 using a 1kg weight and a stop-watch? 

 

5. A boy throwing stones into the lake wants to determine how far from the shore the 

stones hit the water surface. He asked his elder sister who had just successfully 

passed Phys 211. After some thought she was able to find the distance approximately 

using a meter-stick and a stop watch. Can you explain how she did that? 

 

On travel. 

 

6. You are traveling by train. Can you determine the average velocity of rain drops 

looking at their tracks on the window of your car? You are allowed to use a stop-watch 

and a protractor. (Assume that there is no wind.) 

 

7. Your friends are following the train in the car. They do not have a stop-watch but they 

do have a ruler. How were they able to find the average velocity of rain drops by looking 

at their tracks on the side window? 

 

8. Your train is taking off with acceleration which remains constant for a fairly long time 

interval. How can you determine the acceleration using a strong tread, a 100g weight and 

a ruler? 

 

9. Can you solve the previous problems using a protractor instead of the ruler? 

 

10. You left State College for New York City early in the morning and got onto I-80 with 

very little traffic. You are planning to make a stop in about one hour. Unfortunately, you 

neither have a watch nor a cell-phone (as well as any other communication device to get 

the information.) How can you follow your plan? 

 

11. On your way to New York you stopped to help another driver to jump start his car.  

Unfortunately, the polarity of his car battery is not marked. How can you determine the 

polarity using a piece of wire and a compass? 

 

12. Can you determine the polarity of that car battery using a pair of (copper) wires and a 

glass of water? What if instead of water you got a … raw potato?  

  


